ASSIGNMENT QUESTION

FOR
MA THIRD (3rd) SEMESTER
(2018-2019)

POLITICAL SCIENCE

TRIPURA UNIVERSITY
(A CENTRAL UNIVERSITY)
DIRECTORATE OF DISTANCE EDUCATION
SURYAMANINAGAR: 799022
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

1. Learners are required to prepare 5 (Five) Assignments, i.e., 1 (one) each paper of the concerned subject and submit the same within the due date i.e. 28th February, 2020 and time for submission: 11:00 AM to 04:00 PM.

2. Learners/Students must use only A4 size paper for writing Assignments and tie all pages carefully.

3. On the Cover Page, the following information shall have to be provided:

   Name : 
   Enrolment No. : 
   Programme : 
   Subject : 
   Paper : 
   Assignment No. : 
   Address : 
   Contact No. : 
   Signature with Date

4. Students are required to give endnotes and references in the last page of their assignments.

5. While writing an Assignment, a margin of 4 cm should be kept on the left side of each A4 size paper. A gap of 4 cm should also be kept in between two answers.

6. Learners/Students are asked to write Assignments in their own handwriting and own language. They shall not print or type any answer.

7. Copying directly from course materials is strictly prohibited.

8. Copying from the Response Sheets of other Candidates will be treated as adoption of malpractice. Copying from any other source or by any means is strictly prohibited. Any two or more Assignments of two or more students with same contents and written in same language shall be liable to cancellation and the students will be treated as failed for that particular paper (s). Such students shall not be allowed to sit for the Semester End Examination/Year End Examination.

9. Each Assignment must be written separately. Students/Learners must not mix up Assignments.

10. Worked out Assignments shall have to be submitted in the Assignment Section of the Directorate of Distance Education, Tripura University, Suryamaninagar, Pin-799022, Tripura Within Due Date i.e. 28th February, 2020.

ASSIGNMENTS SHALL NOT BE ACCEPTED AFTER DUE DATE UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES.
TRIPURA UNIVERSITY
(A CENTRAL UNIVERSITY)
DIRECTORATE OF DISTANCE EDUCATION
SURYAMANINAGAR: 799022

MA 3rd Semester (Session: 2018-2019)
SUBJECT: POLITICAL SCIENCE; PAPER: PLSC-901C
(Political Sociology)
Assignment No: - 03
Full Marks – 30

Answer any two questions of the following (Within 450 words each): 15x2=30

1. Discuss in brief the emergence of Political Sociology as a discipline.
2. Write a note on social stratification in India.
3. Discuss various stages of Political Socialisation.
4. Discuss the factors responsible for the development of political culture.
5. Briefly outline Marx’s concept of bureaucracy.
6. Discuss the role of Political morality and ethics in Indian politics.
7. Critically assess the role of fundamentalism in Indian society.
8. Discuss the major causes of ethnic conflicts in India.

TIME OF SUBMISSION OF ASSIGNMENT: 10.30 AM to 4.00 PM
LAST DATE OF SUBMISSION OF ASSIGNMENT: 28th February, 2020

NO ASSIGNMENT SHALL BE ENTERTAINED AFTER THE DUE DATE.

ANY KIND OF GLASS PAPER & PLASTIC MADE STICK WILL NOT BE ALLOWED ALONG WITH THE ASSIGNMENT ANSWER SCRIPTS.
CANDIDATES ARE INSTRUCTED TO STAPLE ONLY THE A-4 SIZED PAGES OF ASSIGNMENTS & SUBMIT THEM AT THE OFFICE OF DDE HQs, TU.
TRIPURA UNIVERSITY
(A CENTRAL UNIVERSITY)
DIRECTORATE OF DISTANCE EDUCATION
SURYAMANINAGAR: 799022

MA 3rd Semester (Session: 2018-2019)
SUBJECT: POLITICAL SCIENCE; PAPER: PLSC-902C
(Research Methodology)
Assignment No: - 03
Full Marks – 30

Answer any two questions of the following (Within 450 words each): 15x2=30

1. Define Research? Discuss the types of Research Process? 5+10
2. What is Survey? Analyse the various kinds of Survey? 5+10
3. Define Sampling? Discuss the Probability and Non-probability Sampling? 3+12
4. Analyse Talcott Parsons concept of Pattern Variables? 15
5. Explain the construction of a frequency in detail. 15
6. Find out mean, median and mode from the following: 15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Discuss the significance of computer in research? 15
8. Define Hypothesis? Discuss the testing of Hypothesis? 3+12

TIME OF SUBMISSION OF ASSIGNMENT: 10.30 AM to 4.00 PM
LAST DATE OF SUBMISSION OF ASSIGNMENT: 28th February, 2020

NO ASSIGNMENT SHALL BE ENTERTAINED AFTER THE DUE DATE.

ANY KIND OF GLASS PAPER & PLASTIC MADE STICK WILL NOT BE ALLOWED ALONG WITH THE ASSIGNMENT ANSWER SCRIPTS.
CANDIDATES ARE INSTRUCTED TO STAPLE ONLY THE A-4 SIZED PAGES OF ASSIGNMENTS & SUBMIT THEM AT THE OFFICE OF DDE HQs, TU.
MA 3rd Semester (Session: 2018-2019)
SUBJECT: POLITICAL SCIENCE; PAPER: PLSC-904E
(Post-Colonial Indian politics)
Assignment No: - 03
Full Marks – 30

Answer any two questions of the following (Within 450 words each): 15x2=30

1. Briefly discuss the lineages of the Post-Colonial states especially India.
2. How did modernity impact politics in India? Discuss.
3. Explain the discontents of Indian nationalism.
4. Examine the debate on citizenship in India.
5. Write a note on the voting behaviour in India.
7. Discuss in brief the theories of development and how does it impact on the Indian state?
8. What are the impact of Globalization in India? Discuss.

TIME OF SUBMISSION OF ASSIGNMENT: 10.30 AM to 4.00 PM
LAST DATE OF SUBMISSION OF ASSIGNMENT: 28th February, 2020

NO ASSIGNMENT SHALL BE ENTERTAINED AFTER THE DUE DATE.

ANY KIND OF GLASS PAPER & PLASTIC MADE STICK WILL NOT BE ALLOWED ALONG WITH THE ASSIGNMENT ANSWER SCRIPTS.
CANDIDATES ARE INSTRUCTED TO STAPLE ONLY THE A-4 SIZED PAGES OF ASSIGNMENTS & SUBMIT THEM AT THE OFFICE OF DDE HQs, TU.
Answer any two questions of the following (Within 450 words each):

1. Discuss in brief the state formation process of Tripura.
2. Discuss in brief the socio-political context of Tripura’s Merger Agreement.
3. Highlight the administrative structure of Tripura in medieval period.
5. Evaluate the electoral behaviour of tribal in Tripura.
6. Critically discuss the role of Ganamukti Parishad in accentuating peasant movement in Tripura.
7. Critically analyse the process of democratic decentralisation in Tripura.
Answer any two questions of the following (Within 450 words each):

1. Discuss the meaning and scope of Inclusive Education.  
2. Discuss the different problems related to special education in India.
3. Who are called hearing handicapped children? Discuss in brief the cause of hearing imposed children.
4. Discuss the various common causes of locomotors disability.
5. Discuss in brief the causes of visual impairment.
6. What types of effective programmes can be applicable for disadvantaged children-Explain.
7. Discuss the role of “Rehabilitation Council of India” in special education.
9. Assess the contribution of Kothari Commission to the prevailing Indian education system.
10. Discuss the main recommendation of POA on higher education.

TIME OF SUBMISSION OF ASSIGNMENT: 10.30 AM to 4.00 PM
LAST DATE OF SUBMISSION OF ASSIGNMENT: 28th February, 2020

NO ASSIGNMENT SHALL BE ENTERTAINED AFTER THE DUE DATE.
ANY KIND OF GLASS PAPER & PLASTIC MADE STICK WILL NOT BE ALLOWED ALONG WITH THE ASSIGNMENT ANSWER SCRIPTS.
CANDIDATES ARE INSTRUCTED TO STAPLE ONLY THE A-4 SIZED PAGES OF ASSIGNMENTS & SUBMIT THEM AT THE OFFICE OF DDE HQs, TU.